
CORPORATE FINANCE NOTES 

LECTURE 1 & 2: RAISING CAPITAL – EQUITY 
Objective of corporate finance is to maximize firm value (SH value). 
 Pecking order financing scheme: 
A theory that proposes that companies follow a hierarchy of financing sources in which internal funds are 
preferred and, if external funds are needed, borrowing is preferred to issuing riskier securities. 
1. Retained earnings (internal) 
2. Debt (external) 
3. Hybrids (external) (e.g. convertible notes or preference shares) 
4. Equity (external) 
 
Why? 
Information asymmetry – exists when mgmt. have more information about their companies’ prospects than 
outsiders. Mgmt may know that the firm is over or undervalued compared to its market value. 
If they believe that the shares are undervalued – borrow. 
If they believe that the shares are overvalued – issue equity. 
For example, managers prefer to issue equity when equity is overvalued, however this signals to investor that 
equity is overvalued (they understand manager’s motives) and thus the stock price will decline at equity issue 
announcements  managers use equity as a means of raising capital as a last resort. 
 
Firm life cycle and financing 

 
 
Costs incurred by existing SH through each transition… 
1. Venture capitalists will demand more of the ownership of the firm to provide equity 
2. There is a trade-off between greater access to capital markets and increased disclosure requirements, 

loss of control and the transaction costs of going public 
3. When making SEOs, issuance costs are high and have to manage relations with major SH 
 
 Key characteristics of equity and debt finance 
Equity characteristics: 
- Permanent contribution 
- Full voting rights 
- Residual claim (claim to profit and assets that remain after the entitlements of all other interested 

parties have been met) 
 
 



 
Ways of raising equity 

 
 
Private equity financing 

- “Angel” finance 
Informal market for direct equity finance provided by a small number of high net worth individuals 

- “Venture” capital 
A venture capitalist is a very active financial intermediary, providing financing to early-stage start-up 
companies mainly in high-tech industries. It organises and manages funds mostly raised from general 
partners (e.g. pension funds) and do all of the work as limited partners. Funds are set up to last about 
10 years. Typically staggered financing; they have significant control over company decisions. 
Investopedia: Money provided by investors to start-up firms and small businesses with perceived long-
term growth potential. This is a very important source of funding for start-ups that do not have access 
to capital markets. It typically entails high risk for the investor, but it has the potential for above-
average returns. 
Most venture capital comes from a group of wealthy investors, investment banks and other financial 
institutions that pool such investments or partnerships. This form of raising capital is popular among 
new companies or ventures with limited operating history, which cannot raise funds by issuing debt. 
The downside for entrepreneurs is that venture capitalists usually get a say in company decisions, in 
addition to a portion of the equity. 
 
Characteristics of debt: 

- More frequent/important than equity financing 
- Promise to make regular interest payments and repay the principal (interest payments are tax-

deductible) 
- No voting power but protected by covenants (debt covenants: restrictive cov and affirmative cov) 
- Firms may default on repayment, but lenders will take over the firm’s assets 
 
Alternative types of SEOs and their differences 
An SEO is a sale of shares in an already publicly traded company. 

Types: general offers, placements, rights issues, dividend reinvestment plans. 

 

 
 

 

 

 



PRIVATE PLACEMENT: 

An issue of new shares to a limited number of investors (usually financial institutions). Usually offered at a 

discount, however too low offer price will cause the overall share price to drop (which may not be in the 

best interests of the existing SH). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASX Listing Rule 7.1 prohibits a company from issuing more than 15% of its issued capital in any given 12 

month period without first obtaining approval of its existing SH. 15/12 rule. This addresses the agency 

theory problem – its protects existing SH against a substantial loss in wealth which would be suffered in 

the event that management placed a large block of shares to new investors at a substantial discount to the 

current market price. 

 

Advantages: 
- Quicker to complete 
- Lower issue costs (usually no need for an underwriter) 
- Do not generally require a prospectus 

 
Disadvantages: 
Shares are issued at a discount (transfer of wealth from existing SH to new SH) 
The whole purpose of engaging in a private placement is because it is cheap and fast. Depending on what 
the firm need to the cash for, the discount will be determined based on a case-by-case scenario. If the firm 
are really desperate for money and needs it quickly then the larger is the discount will induce more 
attractiveness for the P.P. 
Private Placement is typically issued at a discounted price to the current market price. Imagine the current 
share price is $10, the company has decided to undertake a P.P for 2 million shares for $1. This will thus 
result in a decline in current share price and hence lead to dilution of wealth for current/existing 
shareholders. 
Non-placement shareholders will have dilution in ownership and wealth, as the private placement will 
normally be issued at a discount to pre-placement market. 
See above diagram. 
However, PP may be issued at a premium if an investor wants to buy a large block of shares, which could 
increase the wealth of existing SH. 
IMPLICATION: ownership will always decrease, whilst wealth may not. 
 

RIGHTS ISSUES: 

An issue of rights to a company's existing shareholders that entitles them to buy additional shares directly 

from the company in proportion to their existing holdings, within a fixed time period. In a rights offering, 

the subscription price at which each share may be purchased is generally at a discount to the current 

market price.  

A new share issue offered to existing shareholders at a fixed subscription price  

• Shareholders receive an entitlement to new shares at a fixed proportion of the number of shares already 

held (on a pro-rata basis) 

• Shareholders can (1) exercise the rights (2) let the rights expire or (3) sell the rights if the issue is 

renounceable 

• Usually takes 2-3 months to complete 



As long as all SH exercise the right, there will be NO dilution of ownership (voting power) and no wealth 

dilution. 

 

CALCULATIONS: 

• Subscription price (S) 

• Pro-rata entitlement (1:N) 

• M is the market price of the share cum-rights 

• X is the theoretical price of the share ex-rights 

• R is the value of the right 

 

CUM-RIGHTS: SH qualifies for a rights offer from a company and can still exercise that right (from 

announcement of the rights issue to the ex-rights date) 

EX-RIGHTS: can no longer exercise the right (after the ex-rights date) 

 

A company has issued capital of 10 million shares with a current market price of $3.50 per share  

• The company wishes to raise $5 million for a new investment  

• The company makes a 1-for-5 rights issue with a subscription price of $2.50 per share 

Find X and R. 

 

 
 

Most issues are renounceable, so shareholders may either: 
(1) exercise rights and acquire the new shares 
(2) do nothing; or  
(3) sell the rights to a third party 
 
• Renounceable vs. Non-renounceable rights issue 
• If non-renounceable, an arbitrage profit opportunity is more likely, issue costs may be lower & the 
process will be quicker & firm ownership structure will tend to remain the same 
• If renounceable, shareholders may either: 
(1) exercise rights and acquire the new shares → no wealth/voting loss 
(2) do nothing → wealth/voting loss 
(3) sell the rights to a third party (trading of rights occurs on the ASX) → no wealth loss, but voting loss 
 

 



Share price will not necessarily fall to theoretical ex-rights price on ex-rights date (rights-drop-off) due 
to: 
• New information may affect the stock price on ex-rights date. 
• General movement in share prices. 
• Transaction costs 
• The theoretical value R ignores the option characteristic of the right. 

 
When compared to PPs, rights issues are: 
- A convenient source of funds 
- Preserves voting patterns 
- Takes longer than PPs 
- But can be costly 

 
DIVIDEND REINVESTMENT PLANS 
Arrangement made by a company that gives SH an option of reinvesting all or part of their dividends in 
additional shares in the company (rather than receiving cash), usually at a discount to the market price. 
A DRP allows a company to meet the demand for a high dividend payout without straining its cash 
resources. SH who participate in a DRP receive the dividends and therefore obtain the tax benefits of 
imputation, and then reinvest the cash into additional shares (no cash outflow from the company). 
A DPR is just a very small rights issue. 
DRPs allow high dividend without the loss of cash. 
There is no/minimal transaction costs (however DRP not relevant if cash is needed quickly). 

 

 
LECTURE 3: 
• WACC (each component, interpretation and implications)  

 
WACC 

- The overall return the firm must earn on its existing assets to maintain the value of its securities 
- The required rate of return on any investments by the firm that essentially have the same risks as 

existing operations. 
Cost of capital = the discount rate that equates the PV of a company’s expected future CFs to the 
company’s value (where value = debt + equity). It is the minimum rate of return that it needs to earn on 
its assets in order to meet the cost of debt finance and provide the rate of return that SH require. 
If a company’s assets are all of similar risk and the risk of the proposed project is the same as the risk of 
the company’s existing assets (e.g. is project simply expands on the company’s existing operations) then 
the cost of cap of the project should equal the cost of cap of the company. 
 
Kd in WACC refers to after tax cost of debt (kd(1-tc)) where kd = YIELD not coupon rate. 
 
Cost of capital (required rate of return) 
Market determined rate: determined externally in the financial markets. 
Reflects two different viewpoints of the same thing: 
For the issuer of a financial security: 
Cost of capital - An "opportunity cost" - representing the return offered in the market on investments of 
equivalent risk. 
For investors: 
Expected rate of return - after taking into account the time value of money and risk.) 
 
All else equal, the WACC of a firm increases as the beta and rate of return on equity increases, as an 
increase in WACC notes a decrease in valuation and a higher risk. It is the appropriate discount rate to 
use for cash flows with risk that is similar to that of the overall firm. 
 
 



D/V AND E/V 
V = debt plus equity 
Where the debt and equity values are MARKET values. 
 

Cost of debt = the market interest rate that a firm has to pay on its long term borrowing. 
Kd = risk-free rate + default spread 
where default spread is the additional premium charged to compensate for the risk of default 
After tax cost of debt = kd(1-tc) where kd = YIELD not coupon rate. 
 
te is the effective tax rate. 

 
Under an imputation system, corporate tax is reimbursed to resident SH as tax credits attached to 
dividends. Thus, the effective corporate tax rate can be lower than the statutory tax rate of 30%. 
Lambda = 0 under a classical tax system because no corp taxes are reimbursed to SH, whereas under an 
imputation system lambda will be between 0 and 1 (depending on what portion is returned to SH). 
 
Cost of equity = A firm's cost of equity represents the compensation that the market demands in 
exchange for owning the asset and bearing the risks of ownership. 
 
There are 2 ways to calc: 

1.  
Where 𝜏 = 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 (𝑡𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝐻) 
Beta reflects how the underlying stock moves with the market 
 

2.  
 
We usually use CAPM because DCF approach assumes the company pays dividends AND that they grow 
at a constant rate which is restrictive. 
 
• Consequences of using a single company WACC in a diversified firm: possible acceptance of a 
negative NPV project or a natural bias towards riskier projects  
The company cost of capital should ONLY be used as a benchmark rate of return for a new project if 
1. The project has the same basic risk as the rest of the company 
2. The project will not cause the company’s optimal or target capital structure to change. 
 
If these 2 criteria are not met, the company needs to find a publicly listed company in the same industry 
as the project and obtain their average WACCs. 
 
If the project is riskier than the company and you use the company’s WACC, you may accidentally 
accept the project 

(a) the high-risk divisions will find it much easier to have their projects accepted than the low-risk 
divisions; and 
(b) the company rejecting some projects that it should accept, and vice versa. 
 

• How to determine an optimal debt ratio? “Cost of capital” approach (finds the one at which a firm’s 
WACC is minimized) 
 
The best debt-to-equity ratio for a firm that maximizes its value. The optimal capital structure for a 
company is one which offers a balance between the ideal debt-to-equity range and minimizes the firm's 
cost of capital. In theory, debt financing generally offers the lowest cost of capital due to its tax 
deductibility. However, it is rarely the optimal structure since a company's risk generally increases as 
debt increases. 
Optimal capital structure: the optimal mix between debt and equity that maximises firm value. 
Firm value: PV of expected future CFs (discounted back at the cost of capital) 
Firm value will be maximised when the cost of capital is minimised. 


